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Abstract-The paper presents a novel transpose path metric 
(TPM) algoritluii to rcduce tlie interconnection routing 
complexity for ~ 1 d i x - 2 ~  Viterbi decoder. With simple local 
interconnections, the algorithm can provide a permutation 
function for state rcarrangenient in a transpose strategy. With 
features of modulation and regularity, this algorithm is v e n  
suitable for VLSI implementation; consequently, a larger memory 
Icngth VA decoder can be constructed with several siiiallcr 
mciiiory length modules Finally, a VLSI architecture for 
16-states radix-4 VA decoder using TPM lias been developed. 

I. Introduction 

111 recent communication systems, error-correction decoder lias 
been widely used to rcduce thc bit error rate of transmitted data. 
By using appropriate error-correcting codes, tlie requircd 
signal-to-noise ration to achieve a specified error probability can 
be significantly reduced. Among tlie error-correcting codes, 
convolutional coding has been widely used in coniniunication 
system due to its high coding gain. It is typically applied in 
deep-space and satellite communications [ 1-31, and used in 
textivoice 14-51 recognitions. The most popular decoding scheme 
for convolutional codes is the Viterbi algorithm (VA) 161. 

VA is a iiiasiniurn-likeliliood decoder (MLD) that receives 
information and gets any possible path 011 the trellis diagram. and 
tlim finds an optimal path (indicated by bold line iii Fig. 1.) nitla 
minimum path metric. To describe tlie Viterbi decoding, it is 
essential to use a trellis diagram that is a time expansion of state 
diagram. Tlie nodes of tlie trellis are called states and their 
associated numerical values call path metrics. Fig. 1. shons tlie 
process of a four-state trellis. Conventioiially, each node in tlie 
trellis diazrain of VA is fabricated as a processing element with 
add-compare-select (ACS) function. Tlie ACS elements are 
organized in pairs to iterate one stage of a tn-o-state trellis. 

There are two approaches to rcalize VA, node parallel or node 
serial I n  tlie node-parallel approach. computations for all nodes 
are perfoniied simultaneously. Tlie speed perfoniiance of such an 
architecture increases directly with the hardware cost. However. 
tlie interconnections will increase tlie routing complexity. In tlie 
node-serial approach, VA computations are carried out 
sequentially by one proces-or. This architecture requires smaller 
area and less intercoiniects but suffers from slower decoded 
speed A number of VLSI realizations have become available and 

their implementations have been reported 17- 10 I 
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Fig. 1. Trellis diagram of a four-state convolutional code 

We present a mediuni-speed VA decoding architecture that 
used radix-i!. modules with transpose path metric (TPM) 
processor th,%t can provide a pennutation fuiiction for state 
arrangement with simple local interconnection. And tlie routing 
complexity of interconnection can be reduced and embedded in 
the TPM processor. A single ~ ~ d i x - 2 ~  processor with TPM 
processor can be formed a single decoder, and a larger menion; 
length decodlar can be constructed with multiple such radix-2' 
modules and TPM processors. These features make this 
architecture attractive for liigli-coding-gain, moderate-data-ratc 
applications. 

The next section describes tlie Viterbi algorithm with radix-2" 
modules and larger radix fomiulations. Section 111 discusses the 
~ 1 d i s - 2 ~  Viterbi decoding with TPM processor, and derive a 
single r a d i ~ - 2 ~  coniputation module to form a larger memory 
length VA decoder. Section IV, a radix-4 VAT decoder is 
developed. Finally, a co~iclusio~i is given in Section IV. 

11. Radix-2"Compiiting Modules for VA Decoder 

The Viterbi algorithm is an optimum algorithm for estimating 
any possible path on the trellis diagram and then finds an optinial 
path. AI R=1/2 coiivolutioiial encoder is based on a binary shift 
register. For each input bit? two output bits are generated as a 
modulo-2 combination of shift register contents and the input. 
Each node om the corresponding trellis diagram has exactly two 
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iii\vard and one outward branches respcctivcly The Viterbi 
cilgoritliiii can estimate the state sequencc b) an encodcd 
scquciice Convcntionall~. each node i n  tlie trellis diagram of 
Viterbi algorithm is fabricated as a proccssing elemcnt. For a 
(2.1 .m) convolutional code. the computation complcsit>, and 
storagc requirciiicnt of Viterbi decoder arc proport~onal to 2"'. 
\\lici-e 117 is tlic memory length. The decoding spccd dccrcascs 
\\-it11 increasing 117. 

Bascd on the trellis diagram, modulation of VA decoding can 
be casil!. processed as a radix-2 butterfly module nherc two 4CS 
units are organized in pair to calculate the path metrics of each 
nodc. Due to the regular geometry, the trcllis can be divided iiito 
a sct of radix-2' butterfly module as belon: 

A.  Rrrrlk-2 Butlerfl]T Moclule 
Sincc. single input (K=li2) encoder is \I idcl!. adopted. our 

description of tlie r a d i ~ - 2 ~  decoding algoritliiii \ \ - i l l  concciitratc oii 
(2.1.177) dcsign. For a (2 , l .m)  trellis diagram. the node is indicated 
as the set of states S!. 1:-0 to N-1 (N==2n'). With  stat2 permutation 
of trcllis diagram ail!. stage can be explored bascd on a radix-2 
buttcrfl!. iiiodulc as sho\\n in Fig 2. The four states S. 

S,,, at nest stage can forni thc radix-2 
buttcrfly module o f  VA. where the subscripts I .  i+N/2. 2r. 2i+1 
are the numbcrs in modulo-2" system. For a 2"'-state trellis. i t  can 
be transfornied into a bipartite graph \vitli 2"'-' rndcpeiidcnt 
13di~-2 butterflies 

Fig 2 A radix-2 buttern\ module 

The radrl-2 buttcrfl! is a pair of t\\o ACS operations Tlic 
ACS operation maintains a set of aLcnmulatcd \\eiglits called 
path metrics Each state has a path metric and t n o  inpu: paths 
The accuiiiulatcd wciglit IS calculated b\ adding the \\ciglit 
associated \\itIi the state transition and the path metric of tlie 
preceding state Then the tno  slims are compared the smaller of 
tlic t\\o IS stoicd as the ne\\ path metric of the state aiid 
represents the most I ikel~ path into the state 

11. Rorlix-./ Rutferfly Module 
Consider a trellis diagram for a (2.1 ; 3 )  convo1utional code as 

slionm in Fig.3. demonstrate two stages of trellis merged through 
appropriate state rearrangement A radix-2' butterfl!, caii be 
derived The four states of nth stage. S2, S'!+.v,d. S , ~ l , ~ , ~ . L S , + ) , ~ ~ , V .  and 
the four states of (n+2)fh stagc, S4,> Si,,,. S4,+). can form the 
I-adix-2' butterfly module of VA as shown in Fig.4. The ACS 
operation of radix-4 butterfl!. module caii calciilate the four paihs 
cntcring the statc aiid select the smallest path metric of the four as 
the survivor path. 

, I  
. .- 

( 8 ,  (bJ / c /  

Fig 3 Tno radix-4 butterfly modules for (2,1,3) code 

Fig 4 A radix-4 butterfly computing module 

C. Rridix-2' Butter$!\$ Module 
To merge three, four or more stages of trellis, we can obtain 

the r a d i ~ - 2 ~ :  radix-2', . . . . . . , .~ r a d i ~ - 2 ~  butterfly module In case 
that i n  stages are merged, each state will be leaded to all the 
possible 2' states through branches aiid a bipartitc complete 
graph can be derived Ti1 Fig3 tlie trellis diagram of radix-2' and 
its state pcniiutation is listed 

k 
Fig.5. A radix-2 butterfly coiiiputing module 
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111. R a d i ~ - 2 ~  Viterbi Decoding With Transpose 
Path Metric Processor 

A. Rcrclis-2k Werbi Decoding 
With appropriate transformation of trellis diagram, Viterbi 

algoritluii is compatible with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). 
With tlie developed radix-4 pipelined FFT algorithm, the radix-4; 
radix-8 and larger radix Viterbi decoding has been proposed b!. 

For brevity, a radix-4 module to compute the ACS operation is 
named as a Vdx-4 processor. For a trellis diagram of (2,1.4) 
convolutional code using a Vdx-4 computing processor as shoivn 
in Fig.6, there are Z4 states to enter the Vdx-4 processor in such a 
way that four states at each time are transferred and thus four 
bipartite complete graphs of radix-4 are fomied. The index i of 
state S, indicted the location where tlie Viterbi decoding 
procedure of the corresponding state are performed. After 
performing four radix-4 VA operations, tlie 2' ACS computations 
of one stage are finished and thus the permutation of state is 
changed. To continue next radix-4 ACS operations using the 
same Vds-4 processor, a proper rearrangement of state will be 
required 

[Il-131. 

3 
Fig.6. 2 -state VA decoding by Vdx-4 processor 

There is a way using delay commutator (DC) as switching 
processor [ 141 to rearrange tlie states. Fig.7. shows the data flow 
of a (2,1,4) code by using Vdx-4 and dela!r-coiiimutator-delay 
processor. With the delay-commutator-delay operations, the data 
indicated by labeled number for Vds-4 is successively transferred 
to the nest iteration, However, the delay comniutation approach 
will require irregular interconnections. To reduce the 
interconnection complexity, a VA decoding based on a r a d i ~ - 2 ~  
module computing with transpose path metric processor is 
proposed. It is easy to iterate the r a d i ~ - 2 ~  operation by TPM 
processor that is very modular and regular to be suitable for 
VLSI implementation. 
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Fig.7. The (2,1,4) code dataflow using 
Vdx-4 and Delay-Commutator 

U. Radix4 Butte& with TPM Processor 
The permutation of state will change after each Vdx-4 

computatioin. Thus states for input for next stage of VA 
operations should be rearranged. The proposed TPM processor 
can provide a permutation fiinction with simple local 
interconnection. Consider a ~ ~ d i x - 2 ~  VA process with a p*p TPM 
processor, wvlierep is 2k ( k  is an integer). Thep*p TPM processor 
is composed ofp*p memory cells that are used to store the path 
metric of each state. A ~ a d i x - 2 ~  VA computation module with 
TPM eleiiieiit is named as VAT-2k processor state. For a (2,l.m) 
convolutional code, the path metrics of all 2"' states are saved in a 
p*p TPM processor (where 2"'=pz). Each memory cell can input 
data from riight or down cells and output data to left or up cclls as 
shown in Fig.8 
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Fig.8. Z4 -state VA decoding by Vds-4 processoi 
with TPM processor 

The Vdx-2' decoding with TPM processor for a (2;l.m) 

Step 1: At beginning of each stage, path iiietrics of 2"' statcs 
are stored in the p*p TPM processor with initial value. 
For a r a d i ~ - 2 ~  module, there are p path metrics 
indicated with S,, S,+N,p, S , , , ,  .... ~ S,+cJ,.,l,\r,13, are saved 
in each i column, where N=2"', p=2", and 7=0 to 2"-k-1 

Step 2: For a Vdx-2" computation, cells of the left most 
c801uinn will provide p path metrics of states for the 
'L 'd~-2~ processor by left shift. Simultaneously, the 
other data of each column will shift to the left. 

Step 3: After a computation of Vds-2'- processor, the new path 
iiietrics generated from Vdx-2" processor for next stage 
are transferred to the right most column of TPM 
processor. If one stage of trellis is finished (after 2"'-' 
Vds computations) then go to step 4. Else go to step 2 
for next Vdx-2' computation. 

Step 4: Now a new stage is beginning again, cells in the top 
row will provide p path iiietrics for the V d ~ - 2 ~  
processor instead of the column. Simultaneously, the 
other data of each row will shift data up. 

Step 5 :  After a computation of Vdx-2' processor, the new path 
metric generated from V d ~ - 2 ~  processor are transferred 
to tlie bottom row of TPM processor. If one stage of 
trellis is finished then go to step 2. Else go to step 4 for 
ii'ext Vdx-2' computation. 

There is an example for a (2,1,4) code using Vdx-4 processor 
with 4*4 TI?M element to perform the VA decoding as shown in 
Fig.8. 

convolutional code can be described as below: 
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For brevity, the path metrics of 16 states stored in 4*4 TPM 
processor is indicated by the labeled number. At the beginning of 
nth stage, the initial pemiutation of state is as shown in Fig 9(a). 
while the Vdx-4 VA computation is done, the newer path metrics 
generated by Vdx-4 processor are shift to the most right column 
of TPM processor, and each colunm of data is to shift left. After 
four Vdx-4 operations are perfonlied, all states ACS 
computations of nth stage are finished: and the labeled number i n  

memory cells is shown in Fig.9(b). At (n+l)t/.i stage the Vdx-4 
VA processor goes as usual except the data of memory cells are 
shift up not left. Again at the end of stage, the labeled iiumbcr in  
ineniory cells has the same state pennutation as nth stage as 
shown in fig.9(c) and the Vdx operation can perfonii recursivel!. 
using tlie same Vds-4 processor 

4 c  5*-  6 t  7 

t t t t  
1 2 f l l t l P t l ~  

( C l  

Fig 9 (a) State pennutation I I ~  the 4*4 TPM 
(b) State pemiutation after Vd\ by left shift 
(c) State pemiutation after Vd\ b> up shift 

With TPM processor, tlie ~ ~ d i x - 2 ~  VA decoding can perform 
tlie VA decoding without any other peniiuting states, like dela! 
commutator, memory in-place updating or any other 
interconnecting processors [ 14- 151. 

C. Extend Larger Memory Length 4,) VAT-2' Processor 
Through a slight modification of two r a d i ~ - 2 ~  processors \\it11 

TPM processor, we can construct a high order memory length 
Vdx processor. For example, we can construct a (2,1,5) V A T 4  
processor with two (2,1,4) VAT-4 processor as showi in Fig. 10. 
While nth stage , the data of state saved in A VAT-4 processor 
can be labeled by number i ,  i+N/4, 1+2N/4, r+3N/4 each column 
and in B VAT-4 is labeled as (i+l), (r+l)+N/4, (1+1)+2N/4. 
(r+1)+3N/4 for r=0 to 3, N=25. Each column enter the radix-4 
computation processor, the output data of 4i; 4i+2, 4(1+1). 
4(7+1)+2 (even states) are all gathered to be saved in a A-TPM 
processor and 4z+l, 47+3, 4(z+l)+l. 4(1+1)+3 (odd states). In  

B-TPM processor. 
At the end of one stage VAT computation by shifting data left. 

the peniiutation of state is shown in fig. 1 I(b). Again with the 
same VAT procedure but by up shift, the state permutation of 
(n+2)1/1 stage will be the same permutation as nth stage shorvn in 
Fig. 1 l(c). The VAT operations then go recursively. By the same 
way, a larger memory length m=6 VAT decoder can be 
constructed with four VAT-4 processors. Ho\vever, a (2, I ,6) 
VAT-4 decoder can also be constructed by a r a d i ~ - 2 ~  with 8*8 

TPM processor. The same teclmique can be easily used 
recursively within each high memory length VAT decoder by 
combining VAT-2k processors. And by choosing appropriate 
radix and combining several VAT processors, tlie decoding speed 
and hardware cost can be adjusted. It is demonstrated in this 
section as showi in Fig.8. and Fig. 10, coinbinarion of VAT-2k 
modules may be easily realize wlth no complex routing problem. 
The state rearrangements and data routiiigs are embedded in the 
TPM processor with simple local interconnections without any 
other i n t end  switching processor. This architecture also 
provides a flexible way to develop a ~ i d i s - 2 ~  VAT decoder and 
the properties of VAT-2k are suitable for a VLSI implementation. 

A-TPhl 

i i c c  
-17-19-21 -23- 

l _ l  

Vd\-4 pO'ersor 

by two (2,1,4) VAT-4 processors 
Fig 10 Construct a (2,1,5) VAT-4 processor 
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Fig. 11. Data flow of Fig. 10 

IV. A 16-states radix-4 Viterbi decoder 
with TPM processor 

The specifications of the 16-states radis-4 Viterbi decoder 

*Memory length 4 (m=4, 16 states), code rate R=1/2 binary 

*Polynomials 46 and 72 in octal notation 
*Eight levels soft decision. 
The block diagram of the VAT-4 decoder is shown i n  Fig. 12. 

The decoder consists of three major functional modules : 
(1) Radix-4 ACS module which calculates the path nietrics 

and survivor metrics of VA. It also provides the state data with 
maximum path metric for BT module to decode bits. 

(2) TPM module which all path metrics are stored in this 
module with transpose operations 

with TPM processor are listed as follows: 

convolutional code. 
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(3) BT module in which the estimated bits are decodcd in a 
trace-back way. 

References 

Radix-4 ACS 

Decoded 
w o I- d s 

Module Module 

Fig. 12. Block diagram of a V A T 4  Viterbi decoder 

Combining tlie three modules, a V A T 4  decoder is 
developed. The decoder is designed by structural silicon 
compiler system with hierarchy/module architecture. Finally, 
the VAT-4 Viterbi decoder layout was generated as shown in 
Fig.13. The chip was coniposed of 27986 transistors with 
CMOS 0.8 p i  technology, and the area is 5.5 s 6 .1  nini'. 

Fig. 13. The Layout of a VAT-4 Viterbi decoder 

V. Conclusion 

The TPM processor described in the papcr can rearrange the 
state pennutation for a r a d i ~ - 2 ~  Viterbi decoding. With simple 
local interconnections, the routing complexity will be reduccd 
significantly in realizing VLSI. In addition, a larger memory 
length Viterbi decoder can be constructed with several smaller 
memory length VAT-2k modules. With the regular and cellular 
structures, VAT decoder is very suitable for VLSI 
implementation and also provides a flexible way to develop a 
~ ~ d i s - 2 ~  VAT decoder. 
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